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WIKI TIPS 

This document has been created with the aim of giving small tips that can be very useful 
when starting the Wiki programming. Let’s begin! 

 

 

Remember this for all the pages of the Wiki 
 
☑ Take into account that everything needs to look great regardless of the platform. 
Mobile photo size better if written down in px.  
 
☑ Add descriptions for the blind or visually impaired to the figures. This way, image 
detail is not lost because and can be described using screen readers. 

☑ Fade up of all content. 

☑ Justify both the text and titles 

☑ Maintain a space between navbar and the title. 

☑ If something is changed in a template or in a CSS style document, "save" all the wiki 
pages for it to be applied. 

☑ Reference all pages and use links and hyperlinks to interconnect explanations to their 
sources. 

 

 

Useful things 

☑ Mind The Gut, an iGEM team from 2015, developed Mind-the-Mark, a Google’s extension 
for the Chrome Browser, which transforms the wiki editor on whatever page you choose 
to edit. We strongly recommend its use since it facilitates a lot the upload and update of 
code to the iGEM server. 
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☑ It is useful to open the server in incognito mode to load the caches in iGEM first. To 
take a shortcut, use Ctrl + Shift + N 

☑ Use Ctrl + U to see page code. 

☑ Use Ctrl + Shift + F (or magnifying glass button directly) in Visual Studio Code to search 
all files at once (useful when searching for a class for example). 

☑ Press F12 to detect errors of the web you are on and to see the mobile version. You 
always have to check that it looks good on your mobile! 

☑ Press F12 + inspect to see where (in which file and class) all the classes that affect a 
certain thing.  

☑ <br> for line break within a text p or h. 

☑ <b> bold, <i> italic, <a> link 

☑ <sub> subscript, <sup> superscript 

☑ & nbsp; to leave a space between divs 

☑ Open links in a new tab with: <a href="https://www.instagram.com/igembarcelona/" 
target="_blank"> 

☑ Ctrl + click to open a link in another tab. 

☑ Ctrl + shit + R to re-do caches. 

☑ To look at the last web version, pres F12 + cntrl F to search parse cache, last version 
indicated as a comment. 

☑ Use  <script defer ... to charge correctly JavaScripts into iGEM server.  

☑ If we change a template in iGEM, we have to go to all .html pages and click “save” to 
redo caches. 

☑ iGEM has a predefined style, which can affect the style you want to apply to your code. 
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☑ Add  ‘!important’ after the X attribute to avoid influencing the iGEM code behind it. 

☑ Do not leave blank spaces outside <html> because in Wiki media they are interpreted 
as spaces and white lines and strange things appear. 

 

 


